
The Compass Extra Help 

 

The measurement for North East is half way between North and East. Divide 90º in 
half to get the measurement of 45º for North East. 

90º 45º
 45º  

The Measurements in-between the Cardinal or Ordinal points is the same. Divide 45º 
degrees in half to get the measurement of 22.5º which is the measurement between 
North and North East. 

45º  22.5º
 22.5º  

The next measurement which is between North East and East is a little different. Add 
22.5º to 45º to get 67.5º. The other option is to multiple 22.5º by 3 since it is the third 
measurement on the compass. 

45º  22.5º  67.5º  22.5º
3  67.5º  
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The Compass Extra Help 

Keep going around the compass solving each measurement.  

 
You might have notice a distinct patterned, as you solve each measurement around 
the compass using math. 

 

    0º 
     22.5º 

  45º 
     67.5º 

  90º 
   112.5º 

135º 
   157.5º 

Notice the pattern created by the last whole number before the decimal. 0, 2, 5, 7, 
and then the Pattern starts over again at the next Cardinal Point. Look at your 
answers and check all your math by looking for this pattern. 

 0, 2, 5, 7, 
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The Compass Extra Help 

Try calculating the measurements one more time for extra practice. 
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Calculating Compass Degrees (Extra Help)  

 

It can be difficult to remember all of the compass degrees, however there are some 
tricks you can use to help you remember all of the measurements that are indicated 
on a compass rose. 

 

If you can remember the four major measurements North, East, South and West are 
all intervals of 90º, you can easily calculate all the other measurements. 

90º  
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The Compass Extra Help ܖᰒ᷐क़ᬀۗ

 

The measurement for North East is half way between North and East. Divide 90º in 
half to get the measurement of 45º for North East. 

ӳ۹ොݻጱଶහฎ֖ԭ۹ӳጱྋӾᳵ҅ᮎԍ90ºጱӞ੪ฎ45º҅ಅզ౯ժکӳ۹
ොݻฎ 45º̶ 

The Measurements in-between the Cardinal or Ordinal points is the same. Divide 45º 
degrees in half to get the measurement of 22.5º which is the measurement between 
North and North East. 

ളӥ҅चොݻᒫԫचොݻጱԏᳵጱᦇᓒොဩԞฎᔄ֒҅45ºጱӞฎ 22.5º҅
ಅզ۹ࣁӳ۹ොݻԏᳵጱଶහฎ 22.5º̶ 

The next measurement which is between North East and East is a little different. Add 
22.5º to 45º to get 67.5º. The other option is to multiple 22.5º by 3 since it is the third 
measurement on the compass. 

ᆐݸӳ۹ӳԏᳵጱᦇᓒොဩํᅩӧ҅ݶአ45ºےӤ 22.5º67.5 کº҅ᘏฎአ 22.5º
ԙզ367.5 کº̶ 
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The Compass Extra Help ܖᰒ᷐क़ᬀۗ

Keep going around the compass solving each measurement.  
ೲᆙզӤොဩਠ౮ӥᤒ̶

 
You might have notice a distinct patterned, as you solve each measurement around 
the compass using math. 

ᬩአහጱොဩᦇᓒྯڊӻොݻጱଶහ֦҅ݢᚆտݎሿӞӻํ᪁ጱഭ̶ڜ 

    0º 
     22.5º 

  45º 
     67.5º 

  90º 
   112.5º 

135º 
   157.5º 

Notice the pattern created by the last whole number before the decimal. 0, 2, 5, 7, 
and then the Pattern starts over again at the next Cardinal Point. Look at your 
answers and check all your math by looking for this pattern. 

౯ժྯӻහੜහᅩԏڹጱහਁഭ᩸ڜฎ 0, 2, 5, 7, ೲᆙᬯӻᶲଧ݈տํӞӻෛӞ
ጱഭ҅ڜഝྌ༄ັӞӥ֦ᛔ૩ጱᒼໜฎވྋᏟ̶ 
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